ART. 447]
A SYSTEM  OF CONDUCTORS.
231
If A8 is enclosed by Ar and Ar be at potential unity, A8 at potential zero, all the lines of force between Ar and A8 must issue from Ar and arrive at A8. The body A8 is therefore charged only with negative electricity (Art. 440) and qr8 is negative.
445.   Ex.   Prove that when r and s are unequal
and when r=s, the sum is unity.   Thence show that the series represented by S in Art. 444 lies between 0 and l/p^.
The first two results follow from Art. 438, by putting Er=I, and every other E = 0. The third follows from the first two, since prr>pr&.
446. To find the mutual potential energy W of a system of conductors. It has been proved in Art. 61 that W is equal to half the sum of the products of each element of mass by the potential at that element. As in Art. 439 this product for the body Ar is ErVr. We therefore have
By substituting from equations (1) and (2) of Art. 438 we see-that this may be written in either of the forms
...............(5).
447.   Ex. 1.   Prove analytically that the expression for W is always positive. Since qrs is negative, let qrs= -£„.   Hence by Art. 444 grr>/5lr + /32r + &c.    It follows from the expression (5) in Art. 446 that
Ex. 2. A given charge is distributed over a number of conductors so that the potential energy of the system when in electrical equilibrium is least. Prove that the conductors are at the same potential.                                      [Math. T. 1897.]
Make the expression (5) for W in Art. 446 a minimum with the coDdition that S.E is given.
Ex. 3. Energy of condensers. Two conducting surfaces are separated from each other by a plate of some non-conducting substance so as to form a condenser; as described in Art. 417. Find the potential energy.
Let ]8, (3f be the potentials of the conductors; p, p' the surface densities. Let dS be an element of area of either surface, 6 the thickness of the conductor at this element. The potential energy due to this element is (by Art. 446)
Since 4?rp is equal to the fall of the potential divided by the thickness, we have
47rp = (/8-|8')/0,    47rp'=(|8'-|8)/0.........................(2).
The capacity per unit of area, if measured by the ratio of the quantity of electricity on either conductor to the difference of the potentials, is
Ci = p/(|8-£').......................................(3).
Using the equations (1) and (2) we can express dW in terms of either /3-/3' or p.
JF=(/3-/3)—0 =
i
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We find

